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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Littelfuse (NASDAQ: LFUS) is a global manufacturer of leading technologies in circuit
protection, power control, and sensing. To improve new product development (NPD)
execution and compliance to industry quality standards, Littelfuse executive management
approved a strategic initiative to evaluate and implement a product lifecycle management
(PLM) solution that would meet the long term needs of the company.
After benchmarking PLM software based on approved evaluation criteria, Littelfuse selected
Aras and, in 2018, began implementation of the Aras Innovator project management
(PM) module. Working with Razorleaf, an Aras Development Partner, the PM module was
successfully deployed to NPD project teams in March 2019. Based on this early success,
Littelfuse will continue implementing additional Aras modules with the goal of continually
improving product development execution capabilities.
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BUSINESS PROBLEM
Littelfuse has experienced significant growth in recent years making new product development (NPD) extremely
challenging for business units and the manufacturing sites supporting them. Managing NPD projects and the
associated product and manufacturing had been difficult due to lack of process standardization and not having a
PLM system to effectively manage processes and data. Typical cycle times to provide customer Production Part
Approvals Process (PPAP) averaged four weeks and gathering and uploading product data into the ERP system
could take up to three weeks. Significant delays caused by waiting for information, inaccuracy of data, and
copying and pasting data from one application to another raised concerns about the efficiency and effectiveness
of the NPD systems that were in place.
Compliance to ISO 9001:2015 and IATF 16949:2016 automotive requirements was also a major concern as each
business unit and manufacturing site operate independently. Change Management, traceability, documentation,
and communication were specific quality compliance concerns. Initiatives to standardize quality processes
globally were already underway and having an enterprise PLM solution would significantly improve compliance.

PLM EVALUATION AND SELECTION
In 2016, Global Quality (QMS) at Littelfuse was tasked by the Engineering Directors of the Technical Council to
find the best PLM solution for the company. Working with the Tech Council to define an evaluation criteria for
what constituted a good PLM solution, Global QMS benchmarked PLM software providers using the agreed upon
criteria which focused on key functionality, ease of use, suitability to the Littelfuse IT infrastructure, integration,
initial costs, and recurring costs to sustain. The top three PLM solution providers, which included Aras, were
further evaluated. Ultimately, the Global Quality team recommended Aras Innovator to the Technical Council
based on the platform’s ability to meet the PLM evaluation criteria.

BUDGET APPROVAL
The beginning of the 2017 budget cycle at Littelfuse started in October 2016. Global Quality submitted a
multi-year capital budget request to implement Aras Innovator in 2017 with the initial focus to be on project
management for new product development.
Due to several other high IT project priorities in 2017, the PLM budget was not approved until 2018.
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PLM ROADMAP FOR SUCCESS
The Littelfuse PLM roadmap spans multiple years and is prioritized based on the greatest business needs and
the company’s overall investment priorities. The executive team has recognized that investing in PLM is a longterm commitment.

Image supplied by Littelfuse

The current implementation phase involves project management. The next phase will involve parts, bill of
material (BOM), and product configuration management (PCM). Quality and Supplier management will follow this
phase with Manufacturing Production Planning (MPP) being the last phase on the current roadmap.
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STANDARDIZING PROCESSES BEFORE PLM DEVELOPMENT
One of the concerns with implementing PLM in Littelfuse was the need to standardize processes prior to
implementing them in Aras Innovator. This was recognized early on and workgroups formed prior to beginning
development work on Aras Innovator. Workgroups were formed for NPD project management, Part and Bill-ofMaterial (BOM) management, Engineering Change Orders (ECO), Supplier Management, and Quality.
Because the Aras PM module was prioritized to be the first module implemented, Global Quality, in collaboration
with the Engineering Directors and PMO Council, evaluated the global new product and process development
procedures to address gaps relative to the new IATF 16949:2016 requirements. Engineering Managers and
Project Managers reviewed and updated global NPD procedures to meet new IATF requirements. The new NPD
procedure was approved and formed the basis for how the Aras Innovator PM module was configured.
Prior to selecting an Aras PLM development partner, Aras PLM Essentials training was provided to all
workgroups and several Discovery Workshops were held to define and prioritize the requirements for the Aras
PLM and define appropriate use cases. Investing in up-front training and planning helped to establish what Aras
Innovator could do “out-of-the-box” versus what the Aras PLM development partner would need to develop.

SELECTING AN ARAS DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
After initially working with Aras Professional Services to provide the rough order of magnitude estimate for
Littelfuse’s budget, they sent a Request for Proposal (RFP) to three Aras PLM development partners. After
reviewing their fit to the company’s PLM needs, Global Quality and IT chose Razorleaf Corporation to support
the configuration and development efforts. Razorleaf conducted a Discovery Workshop in June 2018 with the PM
Workgroup and the development started in October 2018 using the use cases developed.
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DEVELOPMENT, TESTING AND TRAINING
Starting in 2019, Razorleaf and the Littelfuse project team started the
Agile practice of conducting daily standup meetings to improve project
communications and weekly demos. Littelfuse PMs would test the
features for each sprint release and provide feedback.
After development was completed in early March, User Acceptance
Testing (UAT) and PM Train-the-Trainer (TTT) sessions were held for
a select group of project managers from various site locations and
business units. The trained trainers were then given the responsibility of
providing local training for project managers and core team members.

SUCCESSFUL ARAS INNOVATOR LAUNCH
During the month of April, the PM Workgroup delivered Aras PM Module
training to NPD Project Managers and Core Team members. Ninety
percent of the NPD Project Managers and 75% of Core Team members
received live-session training via classroom training or via WebEx.
Since the Aras PM Module was launched in mid-April, 80 NPD projects
have been added to Aras Innovator and 330 users were provided access.

NEXT STEPS
The Aras PM module is the first phase of a multi-year effort to utilize
more of Aras Innovator’s capabilities. The next phase of implementation
will focus on Part and BOM Management, product configuration
management, and quality.

Aras provides a resilient platform for digital industrial applications. Only Aras offers open, low code technology
that enables the rapid delivery of flexible, upgradeable solutions for the engineering, manufacturing and
maintenance of complex products. Aras’ platform and product lifecycle management applications connect users
in all disciplines and functions to critical product data and processes across the lifecycle and throughout the
extended supply chain. Headquartered in Andover, MA with major offices throughout the world, Aras supports
more than 350 global multinational customers and over 250,000 users. The Aras Innovator platform is freely
downloadable. All applications are available at a single subscription rate, which includes all upgrades performed
by Aras. Aras customers include Airbus, Audi, GE, GM, Honda, Kawasaki, and Microsoft.
Aras Corporation | 100 Brickstone Square | Andover, MA 01810 USA
978.806.9400 | info@aras.com | www.aras.com
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